$449,999

East Tennessee Mountain Farm For Sale-Grainge
County TN

MLS # 41095-03494

MLS# : 4109503494

Price : $449,999

Type : Farms for Sale

Size : 185 Acres

Address : 5556 Mountain Valley , Thorn Hill , Tennessee , 37999

FEATURES
✓ East TN Mountain Farm for Sale ✓ East TN Hunting Property Sale
✓ Thorn Hill, TN Land for Sale

✓ Grainger Co., TN Land for Sale

✓ Creek, Pond, Spring, Pasture

✓ East Tennessee Mountain Views

✓ TN Unrestricted Land for Sale

✓ Close to Morristown, TN

ABOUT THE PROPERTY
A complete GEM! Your first words will be WOW!! Enter a
PRIVATE paradise! 185 Acre gorgeous property with a flat
graveled driveway in. CREEKS,PONDS, SPRING, PASTURE
and Fencing and SURVEY. A GIANT rare wormy Chestnut BARN
(a type of rare wood) with superior build and a perfect foundation
is 100 years young. This could be an amazing HOUSE!!! Just
pour the cement for the floor and start dreaming of what it could
be OR build another house and use the barn. Theres an old
mobile home (no value) on the property with the tongue on it and
you can use it or it can be removed easily. These acres have
plenty of pastures and open fields and trails. Many, many places
to put a house and a beautiful 2 lane straight road out front with
Morristown Tn within 25 min easily. Internet available. Getting
harder and harder to find large acre tracts that are still affordable.
Dont wait on this one! There is a just a tiny part of the driveway
that the owner has given right of way for neighbor to access
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that the owner has given right of way for neighbor to access
barn. Will not impede this property whatsoever as the barn is
near the road.

